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JASON BOURNE-TYPE SUPER-SOLDIER SPIRITUAL ATTACK!!!
© Copyright 8/5/2019 by Gary Holcombe, all rights reserved

UPDATE BULLETIN!!! This is a fast summary of the HIGHLIGHTS ONLY of a DETAILED report of the war now
being waged against a very real spiritual problem in Aroostook County, Maine which will have national
consequences!! You can read the detailed report at: www.thecountyblog.net/2019/08/05/the-countys-pillarproblem/
The essence of the detailed report was confirmed just this past August 1, 2019 by a preacher speaking at
the annual camp meeting at the Whited Bible Camp in Bridgewater, Maine. This preacher was from LOUISIANA,
and had arrived at the camp only twenty minutes before he was to preach. He hadn’t had time to talk to anyone
about the County’s “Issues” and had no prior knowledge of the issue of the “Pillar of Wickedness” in the County
but was speaking by revelation of the Holy Spirit. The dozen or so pastors from “The County” that were there at
the meeting had all gotten the early developing copies of this article from me by the Postal Service mail TWICE
over the last five months, and when the Louisiana preacher spoke at length in his sermon about AROOSTOOK
COUNTY and a bad problem with a “Jezebel spirit” the pastors thought of me and the detailed report. The
CONFIRMATION by the Louisiana preacher is KEY in getting the point across that there is a REAL PROBLEM with
P&P’s and demons in “The County” and God wants us to “knuckle down”…and DEAL WITH THE PROBLEM!!!
The problem is that there are Ephesians 6 principalities and powers that have taken up residence in
Maine, centering their stronghold in Aroostook County. The people of Aroostook County, by their lifestyles,
choices and activities have given these principalities and powers legal permission to attach themselves to The
County, affecting the lives of the people therein, suppressing holiness with their activity; and only an acceptable
degree of 2 Chronicles 7:14 repentance in the hearts of a sufficient number of people will move the hand of God
to deliver us out of the situation.
How do we know there is a problem? 1.) Two people from Aroostook County vacationing in Sweden
were told of the problem by a traveling evangelist who had a “vision” of “3 pillars of wickedness,” the MOST
POWERFUL being the one in Maine. 2.) A powerful confirming demonic attack on myself which is described in
full in the detailed report. 3.) A high level Satan worshipper moved to Aroostook County to shut the developing
Christian Revival down using serious demonically inspired activities typical of hard-core Satanists. One
consequence of this was the death (via his car hitting a moose) of a Christian who PRE-EMPTIVELY attacked this
evil entity in prayer. Until we are instructed differently by the Lord, you DON”T (on your own and pre-emptively)
attack upper level principalities and powers, you repent (in concert with at least several others) of your own sins
and shortcomings, fast and pray, and GO TO GOD ASKING HIM TO DISEMPOWER THE P&P’S. 4.) The visit to my
store by a JASON BOURNE-TYPE SUPER SOLDIER, seemingly for the purpose of either killing me or scaring me
into silence and inactivity. SUPER-SOLDIERS are specially trained men and women who have been run through a
process to suppress OR KILL their natural soul and implant multiple demons in them, each with a specific skill set
which is triggered by a “code word” specific to the type of mission (assassination, sexual seduction, etc.) and
demon type who would carry it out. (More detail in the report). A visit like this would NEVER happen if our
prayers were ineffective! Satan and his forces watch and keep tabs on those people who are EFFECTIVE in
Christ!! 5.) The death of two Christians, both on the May 6th “New Moon” when witches gather to pray (again,
described in the report). Demons are fed off of, and are strengthened by the emotions experienced by people,
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and especially if those strong emotions can be created in CHRISTIANS. Demons and P&P’S deliberately try to
inspire and then feed off of rage, depression, the intensity of lust, great sorrow, or the shedding of blood
(especially Christian blood!) 6.) EVEN CHRISTIANS CAN BE “DEMONIZED” (which is different than being
“possessed.”) WATCH 10 MINUTES OF: www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZNp6DNQO0L0 7.) Research revealed
that ANCIENT EVIL ENTITIES were involved…likely ancient associates of Dagon, Molech, Ba’al, Annubis, and Ra.
AND Aroostook County was found to likely be a “demonic portal” and is directly in line with the most
famous/notorious sites of wickedness in the world!! (The Tower of Babel, Mount Hermon, Stonehenge, the
“Serpent Mound” in Ohio, and Teohuatican in Mexico).

IN CLOSING: In his book Expelling Darkness, Russ Dizdar, a world-known expert in the deliverance
ministry, made a statement that agrees with what the Lord has shown me; that to continue to IGNORE these
problems is to EMPOWER THEM. If we decide NOT to deal with the presence of the evil spirits, the problems will
get even stronger/worse, and the grip of the P&P’s on the area and on people’s minds and hearts will get even
more powerful because of the TACIT PERMISSION granted to the principalities and powers or rulers of darkness
by our NON ACTION. (Dizdar, Russ; EXPELLING DARKNESS, page 108)

ALSO, IN THE DETAILED REPORT, at the very end, on page 14 and 15, is a description of the difference
between demons and P&P’S (principalities and powers), and where they come from.

To be continually updated on progress with this effort against the “Pillar,” call into the
Aroostook Prayer Network Conference prayer call line which is held every Tuesday night at 8PM8:45PM, and pray with others and then participate in the discussion which is held afterwards. The
phone number is: 1-515-604-9097, Access code 117023#. If that Access code fails to let you into the
call (saying that the Access code is not valid), then call the backup number which is 1-716-293-9770
THEN enter 515-604-9097#, THEN try the access code again which is 117023#. If you have to use the
backup phone number, the procedure changes…ENTER PRECISELY the numbers and symbols that I
have specified!
If you live in Northern Maine and want to join with us in a monthly prayer meeting to deal with
this 3 Pillar issue, and need to be caught up on the details and the current meeting location, email me
at: garyjh@ainop.com or go to www.thecountyblog.net/meetings In addition to the monthly
meetings for prayer, sometime in the future we plan to do a Solemn Assembly and prayer walk.
Why such a huge effort for Aroostook County’s deliverance? Because of the unusual power and
importance of this particular P&P: When this P&P is brought down, there is the potential to not only
bring deliverance to Aroostook County, but have effects AROUND THE WORLD due to the United States
being unshackled NATIONWIDE, and becoming a shining example to the world once again!!
Thanks for “listening” and please give me your thoughts!
Gary Holcombe (The Goldmaster)
Phone (207) 768-7113 (10 AM-5:30PM)
Email: garyjh@ainop.com
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